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Mission & Vision
Our Mission
The Idea School’s mission is to provide students with the abilities to:
•
•
•
•
•

Nurture a relationship with God and live a rich halakhic life
Engage with the world through the prism of Torah
Be passionate and curious learners
Understand how they can uniquely contribute to the world
Recognize learning as a joyful, lifelong process

“If I am not for myself, who will be for me? If I am only
for myself, what am I? If not now, when?”
— Ethics of the Fathers, 1:14

Our Vision
Our students will emerge from The Idea School with a clear sense of why
living a Torah life is meaningful and important and an understanding of how their
Judaism requires them to better the world and to live in an ethically and morally
responsible manner. Our students will have developed talents, skills, and interests
that will provide them with a rich inner life and the ability to be successful in their
college and professional lives. Finding value in being curious and inquisitive, they’ll
enter the world with a desire to always keep learning.
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The Idea School is focused on four core ideals:

readiness for the world, passion, inquiry and meaning.
•

READINESS FOR THE WORLD

We define this in two ways, with the first being aspirational: we want students to
enter the world ready to live a Jewish and halakhic life, and to know that their
religion requires of them to contribute to their own communities and to the world.
How each student chooses to do so will be up to her or him.
We also define this pragmatically: we want students to have the literary,
numerical, and computational skills they need to succeed in college and the
workplace. Because today’s workplace is so dynamic and the world is a VUCA one -volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous -- students also need to be creative,
flexible, and adaptive, and need to know how to collaborate and communicate well.
•

PASSION

Learning happens when it means something personal to a student. Professor
Christopher Emdin of Columbia University engages in what he calls “reality
pedagogy,” where he begins learning with where the students are.
(https://www.ted.com/talks/christopher_emdin_teach_teachers_how_to_create_magic)

We not only want to enter the students’ reality; we want to make sure each learning
experience relates to student passions and interests.
•

INQUIRY

A key component of our educational model is fostering students’ ability to ask
questions. Formulating good questions is an art in and of itself, as those at the Right
Question Institute will tell you. (http://www.rightquestion.org)
Of course, our Jewish tradition of asking questions and not being satisfied with one
answer provides students with a strong foundation in the art of questioning.
•

MEANING

Our most important core value: meaning. When learning is student-driven, filled
with opportunities for deep exploration, tied to students’ interests and passions, and
relevant in the real world, students derive meaning from it. They then create
connections between themselves, their Judaism, and the world, so that they seek and
live a meaningful life.
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Leadership

Ms. Tikvah Wiener
Head of School

Tikvah Wiener is Head of School of The Idea School, a co-ed, Jewish high
school opening in Bergen County in 2018. She is co-Founder and Director of the
I.D.E.A. Schools Network, which helps schools implement educational innovation.
Since it was formed in 2014, the Network has trained over 1,000 teachers. Tikvah was
a Joshua Venture Group Fellow, 2014-16, and in 2015-16 completed training at the
Educational Leadership Academy at the High Tech High Graduate School of
Education in San Diego, CA. In 2016-17, she was one of ten Jewish education
designers for JEIC’s HaKaveret Design Team, a group that innovated new models of
learning for Jewish education, and she presented an ELI Talk about passion-based
learning. (http://elitalks.org/why-we-need-passion-based-learning-jewish-education)

Tikvah has been in Jewish education for over 20 years, having been Chief
Academic Officer at Magen David Yeshivah High School; an English and art history
teacher and Chairman of the English Department at The Frisch School; and an
English teacher at the Samuel H. Wang High School for Girls. She earned an M.A. in
English Literature/Creative Writing from Queens College and a B.A. in English
Literature from Stern College for Women.
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Project Unit name

Project Duration: Sept-November 2018

Breaking the Habit

Project Summary
What are your students going to do and why are they doing it?
Students will explore how habits are formed; what their own good and bad
habits are; what addiction looks like; and even how communities and societies can
have positive or harmful habits. They’ll learn to recognize what habits are
productive for, and which ones are not, building on positive habits and rid
themselves of negative ones. This is a developmentally appropriate topic for
freshmen, since they’re at a time in their lives when they’ll have more control over
their behavior and are learning to self-regulate.
Teenagers will also be challenged over their high school years to engage in
behaviors that may be harmful to them; giving them the knowledge and ability to
stay away from those behaviors is important.
Finally, being able to recognize that their larger society might have bad
behaviors they want to change is also crucial to adolescents who will be taking
their place soon as leaders and engaged citizens of their country and world.

Essential Question
An essential question should inspire students, require them to conduct
serious research and relate to a real world issue.
•

Which habit do you have that’s positive and that you’d like to continue to
cultivate? What habit would you like to break?
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Products
What do you want students to do/write/create/build?
Group Products
•

•
•
•
•

Final assessment: One section will design a student lounge and one section,
a learning environment that inspires students to cultivate positive traits and
rid themselves of negative ones
A leadership wall that displays the successes of the leaders they studied, and
their weaknesses and what students learned from those
A group lab report
A lit-up LED panel that shows how genetic traits are inherited
A website that reflects interdisciplinary learning

Individual products
•
•

•
•
•
•

A regimen that develops a positive habit and helps the student break a
negative one
A daily journal -- with student-made drawings, notes, and observations,
where students record how their habit-forming or -breaking journey is
progressing and how their studies are contributing to their personal growth
An op-ed
An essay that demonstrates interdisciplinary textual analysis of the different
texts the students studied
A mussar schmooze or facilitated discussion about a positive or negative
habit, with a student-made source sheet
An image, made on Photoshop, of leaders the students study, with an
accompanying explanation
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Learning Goals and assessments
What do you want students to learn?
Note: Sample assessments are examples of ones that can be given at various stages of the unit.
The final assessment is the student-designed lounge and learning space.

Identify Curriculum content (i.e. concepts, vocabulary, readings etc.)
Advisory
Knowledge of positive and negative habits; students list their top ten good and bad habits,
and then select one positive and negative
•
Reading: Dr. Avraham Twerski, commentary on Pirkei Avot, connecting habits with
escapism, materialism, and addictions, including shopping
•
Reading: Ramban’s letter to his son
•
Reading: The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People by Stephen Covey
Sample assessment: Journal entries and regimen plan

Biology and Bio-Technology
Unit on genetics and how we apply our knowledge of genetics to improve the human
condition
•
Readings: Deleware Science Coalition Unit III: Genetics and Bio-Technology
Sample Assessment 1: Draft and final lab reports
Sample Assessment 2 (with Coding): Light up LEDs, according to genetic patterns

English
Study of characters who habituate themselves into evil: what happens to Macbeth and Lady
Macbeth?
•
Reading: Macbeth by William Shakespeare
Sample Assessment: Essay that reflects knowledge and understanding not only of Macbeth,
but also of the other texts -- both Jewish and secular -- that students are reading.

History
A study of the “habits” of civilizations, with an examination of how ancient civilizations were
formed
•
Sample Reading: Students choose a biography of a famous leader from any time in
history, and analyze the leader for his/her strengths and weaknesses
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Jewish Philosophy, Wisdom Literature, and Mussar
Readings: Selected readings from Pirkei Avot, Rambam, and Mussar leaders

Navi
A study of the cycle of sin and repentance in Sefer Shoftim [Judges] and what causes B’nei
Yisrael to constantly relapse
Sample Assessment: interdisciplinary history and Navi: Students photoshop photos of the
leader they’re reading about and a leader/figure in Navi and include images that reflect their
qualities, good and bad. They write an explanatory piece about the image, which explains the
choices they made when creating it and how they’ll apply the lessons they’ve learned about
the figures to their own lives.

Psychology and Neuroscience
What happens in the brain of an addict? Are we addicted to technology?
•
Reading: Articles and presentation on the neuroscience of addiction and teenage use
of technology
•
Reading: The neuroscience of addiction
Sample Assessment: Op-ed on screen time and other teenage or societal addictions

STEM
Basic coding: HTML, CSS, and JavaScript
Students create a website where they upload their work from the unit.

Tanakh
Readings: Bereshit Chapter 1, 27-30, Shemot Chapter 2-6
•
The sin of eating from the Tree of Knowledge and Rabbi Sacks’ commentary: Hashem
isn’t surprised by sin; He’s surprised when humans don’t confess and repent
•
Yaakov and becoming an “un-trickster”
•
The hardening of Pharaoh’s heart, particularly Nechama Leibowitz’s interpretation of
how habits and addictions are formed
Sample assessment: Presentations: written and oral Divrei Torah

Just Solutions, Civic Engagement Program
Students study the reasons NJ has one of the highest opioid addiction rates in the country
and work with lawmakers and community leaders to address the issue locally.
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Identify Key skills (Only list those that you plan to assess)
1. Self-knowledge: How to choose healthy habits and to reduce or get rid of
unhealthy ones
2. Judaism: How to read and translate Torah and Torah commentaries and
make connections between the Torah and personal life
3. Judaism and self-knowledge: How to find sources in Judaism that help one
grow and that relate to areas of personal and/or global interest
4. Science: How to use the scientific method; how to gather evidence and data
and chart and graph it; how to write a lab report; how to identify the ways
scientists improve everyday life
5. Reading comprehension: How to read science and social science texts and
understand the way interdisciplinary fields of research yield important finds
for everyday life
6. Literature/Writing: How to recognize literary devices; how to write about
literature; how to use literature to create empathy and understand
contemporary problems.
7. History/Writing: How to chart progression of an idea or topic throughout
history; how to understand and use primary sources; how to understand
different perspectives on an issue; how to understand the values of different
cultures; how to formulate opinions and write op-eds about contemporary
issues
8. History/Social Science: How to problem solve and come up with solutions to
today’s problems
9. STEM: How to program
10. Graphic design: How to use Adobe Suite/Photoshop

Experts and outside resources
Students will hear from experts on Jewish genetic testing, addiction, and interior
design. Students will also be guided in their writing by synagogue rabbis who give
sermons.
Students will visit a myriad of uniquely and intentionally designed spaces to gain an
understanding of how architects and interior designers use space meaningfully.
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Exhibition venue and plan
Where and when will the exhibition take place?
How will the exhibition be promoted?
How will your students exhibit their work?
Who will you be inviting?
Students present their student lounge and learning workplaces to faculty,
parents, and outside guests from the community, including architects, interior
designers, and real estate agents.

Reflection and presentation of learning
Students reflect on the unit in front of faculty and administration, selecting
favorite pieces of work and how they grew intellectually, emotionally and spiritually
from the learning unit. Students decide on which pieces of work they’ll include in
their digital portfolio, which will be a collection of their favorite work that they’ll
use when applying to college.
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Project Unit name

Project Duration: Nov 2018-Jan 2019

How Do I Make Something Beautiful?

Project Summary
What are your students going to do and why are they doing it?
Beauty is an important part of our lives, but sometimes it can be distorted,
leading us to grow obsessed with superficiality and a desire to pursue ideals
antithetical to Torah values. Chanukah, a holiday when we celebrate the spiritual
defeat of Hellenistic Greece, is a good time to explore how Greek visions of beauty -not just artistic ones but philosophical ones aimed at defining truth -- altered the
world forever and impacted Jewish life.
As part of Western civilization, we live in a post-Greek world, so how do we
balance Greek and secular notions of beauty and thought with a Torah lifestyle? As
well, how do we integrate beauty into our Torah lives in an appropriate way? In
order to decide how to do so, we’ll explore what beauty is, its connection to truth,
and what makes something beautiful. Is beauty in the eye of the beholder? Let’s
see.

Note: This unit introduces two important components of The Idea School:
One is the Arts program. Because we feel the arts are such an important way
to connect to the self and the world, we’re integrating them throughout the
curriculum. In this way, students get to explore different media and discover ones
they may not have tried on their own. As they progress through high school, they’ll
have the opportunity to hone an art they particularly enjoy and at which they excel.
The study of philosophy is another key part of our academic program.
Philosophy enables students to categorize the student’s learning and how they’re
processing it. Students will have a chance to do so in both general and Judaic
studies, where we’ll explore what it means to be Modern Orthodox.

Essential Question
An essential question should inspire students, require them to conduct
serious research and relate to a real world issue.
•

How Do I Make Something Beautiful?
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Entry Event
How will you start your unit?
What will be the hook that sparks your student’s interests?
Have students bring something to school that they find beautiful. They have
to create an artist card for the item, that is, a blurb that explains what the item is
and why the student finds it appealing. Students explore this self-made exhibition,
deciding whether beauty is in the eye of the beholder and what that means.

Products
What do you want students to do/write/create/build?
Group Products
•
•
•
•
•
•

School timeline of learning to which students contribute individually
Chanukah publication on the unit, to be posted online and distributed in the
community
Hiddur Mitzvah [Beautifying a Mitzvah]: Presentation on a mitzvah that each
group chose to beautify
Community project: student-chosen clean-up project of a local area
PSA of the community project students chose to undertake
Exhibit of students’ drawings, poems, and op-eds

Individual products
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continued work on personal journals
Additions to the school timeline
Dvar Torah in school throughout the days of Chanukah and after, on what
each student found “beautiful” in the learning
Using Adobe Suite InDesign or drawing skills, students start on an illustrated
Megillat Esther that they’ll finish by Purim time
Op-ed on societal notions of beauty and Jewish philosophy
Artistic renderings using Adobe Suite InDesign and drawings of what each
student finds beautiful, truthful, and meaningful
A poem about beauty using the poetic techniques we’ve studied
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Learning Goals
What do you want students to learn?
Identify Curriculum content (i.e. concepts, vocabulary, readings etc.)
Advisory
A beginning exploration of how to create a healthy and meaningful sense of what is beautiful
and to ignore societal pressures to conform to stereotypical notions of beauty; how to imbue
meaning and beauty into living a Torah life; how to find meaning in life in a personally
fulfilling way; what it means to be Modern Orthodox

The Arts | Introduction to the Arts program at The Idea School
Why should everyone study an art? Adobe Suite InDesign and Introduction to Drawing

Halakha
The Halakhot [Jewish laws] of Chanukah and of Hiddur Mitzvah

Humanities
Greek and Roman art and architecture, philosophy, and literature; Aristotle’s Poetics;
Antigone by Sophocles; Greek and Roman myth

Math
Phi, the golden ratio

Philosophy | Introduction to Philosophy/Jewish Philosophy
Why should everyone study philosophy? Are we allowed to study Greek philosophy/the
wisdom of the Greeks/secular wisdom? Selected readings from Rabbi Norman Lamm, Rabbi
Lord Jonathan Sacks, Rabbi Joseph Soloveitchik on what it means to be Modern Orthodox

Poetry
Poetry such as Billy Collins’ “Introduction to Poetry”; Archibald Macleish’ “Ars Poetica”; Linda
Pastan’s “An Imperfect Paradise”; Marge Piercy’s “Artifice”; Sylvia Plath’s “Metaphors”; William
Carlos Williams and the Imagists; and more.

Science | Just Solutions Civic Engagement Program
The science in the beauty of the natural world: identify the flora and fauna of New Jersey and
which local areas need conservation and protection. Particular attention paid to waterways.
How Do I Make Something Beautiful?
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STEM
How would we beautify a mitzvah? Create a prototype.

Talmud
Pirsumei Nisa [Laws of publicizing a miracle] and women’s obligation in Chanukah and in
holidays in which they were part of the miracle of saving the nation

Tefillah
What are our obligations in praying to Hashem? Why should we pray to God?

Tanakh
How does the Torah look at beautiful people? The Yoseph story and Megillat Esther

Identify Key skills (Only list those that you plan to assess)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How to write persuasive essays
How to use Adobe InSuite
How to draw
How to write and present a Dvar Torah on halakha
How to understand literary aesthetics
How to use philosophy to better understand the self and society
How to understand poetry
How to identify birds, insects, animals, and plants in the local environment
How to test for clean and potable water
How to contact local officials
How to create a public service announcement
How to prototype
How to read Talmudic and Torah texts and apply them to Jewish/halakhic
living and practice

Exhibition venue and plan
Where and when will the exhibition take place?
How will the exhibition be promoted?
How will your students exhibit their work? Who will you be inviting?
The Exhibition will be at school, and students will promote it. Students will decide
which works they want to exhibit and who they will invite. They will budget and
plan the event.
How Do I Make Something Beautiful?
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Project Unit

Project Duration: Feb-April 2019

Why Do We Need Law and Order?
Project Summary
What are your students going to do and why are they doing it?
Adolescence is a time to chafe against rules, and yet soon enough teenagers
will be entering the world of adulthood, when rules and regulations dictate much of
life. It’s appropriate to take the time to explore the role that law and order play in
our lives and how much we as a society are dependent on the rule of law. As Jews,
we’re especially bound to law, or Law, which has been handed to us from Hashem
to Moshe and which we have protected through the mesorah [Jewish tradition],
through often harrowing times.
In this unit, students will explore Jewish and general systems of law and
order; research rebels and rule breakers; study the classification of organisms and
animals, Darwinian law, and the way ecosystems work; read student handbooks
and create one for the school; and develop a personal playbook. They’ll determine
whether/why we need laws in order to create a functioning society and study how
the laws of Bergen County developed and which ones need amending to
accommodate today’s world. They’ll also study the scientific world, discover the role
biodiversity plays in it, and explore how they can be responsible stewards of the
natural world.

Essential Question
An essential question should inspire students, require them to conduct
serious research and relate to a real world issue.
•

Why do we need law and order?
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Entry Event
How will you start your unit?
What will be the hook that sparks your student’s interests?
Why do we like games, and why do we need rules when we play them?
Everyone loves games, and they’re an important way people learn, so let’s
use them to understand why people need rules. As Jane McGonagall, an influential
gamer, says: If we asked people the most efficient way to get a small ball into a
small hole, the answer would be to pick up the ball and place it there. But in golf,
we have people stand very far away and hit the ball into the hole with a stick. And
we think this is fun. That’s because the constraints of the game make it fun.
Is life a game? What constraints are around us? Ones we choose, or ones we’re
given?

Products
What do you want students to do/write/create/build?
Group Products
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An illuminated manuscript of interdisciplinary learning, comprised of
individual students’ manuscript pages
A school law code (student handbook)
A school restorative justice program
School timeline with individual additions (see individual products)
An art exhibit on law and order and on “rebel” art that incorporates the
interdisciplinary learning the students have done on the topic
On-line student-made ecosystems that students use to teach an elementary
school class
A product that helps protect part of an ecosystem
A proposal to the town on a law that students feel should be changed
Mock Beit Din, using a contemporary halakhic issue students have
researched, including contemporary poskim on the topic
Debate on a contemporary issue, using precedents students have learned
from past laws
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Individual products
•
•

Continued work on personal journals
Two pages of a class illuminated manuscript

•

Individual additions to the school timeline

•

Interdisciplinary essay 1

•

Interdisciplinary essay 2

•

Presentation on rabbis and/or responsa from the Middle Ages

•

Monologue

•

Presentation on an artist

•

Personal playbook

Pages need to include a primary source, a secondary source, a map, and meaningful
quotations from The Canterbury Tales, as well as biological and historical information
about animals that frequently appeared in medieval manuscripts and that are part of the
ecosystem the student studied
Biblical laws; laws from the Middle Ages and medieval Jewish halakhists; key events from
the Middle Ages in Jewish and general history, with an explanation of how the events
impacted the Jewish or general world; scientific discoveries on cells, cell reproduction,
organization of living things, evolution, and ecology and ecosystems; settlement and
founding of the Bergen County area and the first law codes and municipal governments
developed for it; “bad” laws
Students combine learning in at least three disciplines, and write an essay evaluating how
law and order is used to maintain societal order
Students combine learning in at least three additional disciplines, one of them science, to
compare and contrast how communities organize legally and ecologically
Students select a collection of responsa or a group of halakhic figures in which they’re
interested and research and present their findings to the class for discussions on how
halakhot of particular communities developed and how that affects our practice today
Students write a monologue in the voice of a character from The Canterbury Tales,
updating the character for today’s world
Students create an oral and visual presentation on the artist they studied and share their
presentation with the class for discussions on
1) how art reflects particular cultures and how it pushes those cultures to examine
themselves and
2) how artists’ breaking rules changes society
After comparing their own house rules and considering the many examples of law and
order, students create their own personal rule books for life. They can continue to amend
throughout their lives.
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Learning Goals
What do you want students to learn?
Identify Curriculum content (i.e. concepts, vocabulary, readings etc.)
Advisory
Art History
Illuminated manuscripts from the Middle Ages, Jewish and Christian, with a focus on animals
and bestiaries

Art
Mini-chemistry unit related to manuscripts: how were pigments in the Middle Ages made?

Biology
An exploration of cell biology, reproduction, organization of living things, and evolution.
“Laws” of ecosystems: how do ecosystems work, and what are the conditions that create
thriving ones? What are current threats to the world’s ecosystems? How can we protect NJ’s
and our country’s ecosystems? (Potential area for amendment to a law or passing of a new
one).

Halakha
Systems of organizing halakha and the development of halakha; responsa from Jewish
communities in the Middle Ages; when Chazal create loopholes in the law; exploration horaat
sha’a and takanot and of dina d’malchuta dina [the law of the government is the law];
comparison of American law with Jewish law

History
A study of Roman law and law codes from the Middle Ages and how they compare with the
American system of law.

Jewish History
How Jewish communities in the Middle Ages dealt with law and order within their
communities and within their surrounding societies; how Ashkenazi and Sephardic laws and
customs developed at this time; and Jewish responsa to the Crusades
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Literature
The Canterbury Tales by Geoffrey Chaucer: a study of the tales and how they fit within the
context of the Middle Ages; particular attention will be paid to the way law and order
manifests itself in the Prologue and through tales such as The Wife of Bath’s Tale as well as
to anti-semitism in The Prioress’ Tale

Literature/art
What makes a rebel? Literary circles where students choose from a selection of writers and
visual, musical, or dance artists who “broke the rules.” What were the rules, and why did they
break them? What change emerged from the rule-breaking? Is there such a thing as “bad
art”?

Math
Data analysis on the ecosystems in NJ and how we’re being responsible caretakers of them
h

Talmud
Relevant sugyot from Mesechet Sanhedrin

Tanakh
Noahide laws about setting up courts and a just legal system; Mishpatim, particularly laws
regarding public and private property and damages thereof; eglah arufa and pilegesh b’givah;
Esther and how laws work to uphold and subvert justice

STEM
Create a product that helps an ecosystem thrive.

Just Solutions Civic Engagement Program 1
How did the current system of government in Bergen County develop? What laws do we find
that are useful and appropriate for our lives? What laws seem outdated? Are the Blue Laws
outdated? What law should we amend or change for today’s world?

Just Solutions Civic Engagement Program 2 (connects also with rebel art)
What happens when laws are bad? Slave laws of the early colonies; slavery; Jim Crow;
Nuremberg (cf Pharoah’s laws against the Israelites and Esther); Thoreau’s “Civil
Disobedience.”
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Identify Key skills (Only list those that you plan to assess)
1. Reading, comprehending, analyzing, and applying Jewish texts such as
Talmud, Torah, Nach, and Ketuvim
2. Reading, comprehending, analyzing, and applying historical, literary,
scientific, visual, and musical texts
3. Tracing cause and effect in relation to the development of halakha and the
transmission of Jewish law
4. Tracing cause and effect in relation to the development of law and law codes
in society
5. Tracing cause and effect in relation to the impact that different actors have
on an ecosystem
6. Understanding of how Jewish responsa are a product of a community’s
spiritual life
7. Understanding of how laws are a product of a society’s communal life
8. Understanding how living things and how the human body work
9. Understanding how literature and the arts reflect a society’s values and often
help create them
10. Understanding and analyzing primary and secondary sources
11. Understanding how to distinguish among reliable and unreliable written and
online resources
12. Understanding and analyzing literary techniques
13. Using digital skills to deepen and enhance learning and teach others
14. Building an appreciation for Jewish law and the role it plays in our lives
15. Building an appreciation for the rule of law and for our country’s laws
16. Building civic engagement
17. Developing written and oral communication skills
18. Developing map skills
19. Developing digital literacy and citizenship
20. Developing research skills in Judaic Studies, math, science, history, literature,
and the arts
21. Developing an appreciation of Nature
22. Developing self-regulation and time management and productivity skills
through the use of rules
23. Collaborating with a partner and in a group
24. Using time wisely when working on one’s own, with a partner, or in a group
25. Becoming an active listener
26. Learning to give and receive feedback
27. Learning to conduct an interview
28. Understanding of how to use STEM to better the world
29. Creating art
30. Creating something of impact in the world, such as a new law that helps
society and a product that betters an ecosystem
31. Creating divrei Torah
Why Do We Need Law and Order?
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Exhibition venue and plan
Where and when will the exhibition take place?
How will the exhibition be promoted?
How will your students exhibit their work?
Who will you be inviting?
An interdisciplinary exhibition of student work will take place when the unit
is complete. The unit will take three months, and the students will plan and
promote the exhibition. They’ll be responsible for budgeting, marketing, curating,
and presenting at the exhibition. The students will present their work as if in a
gallery or art museum. We’ll be inviting parents and members of the community,
many of whom we’ll have interacted with over the course of the project. We’ll also
add to the exhibition highlights of the group products that students created over
the course of the unit.
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Project Unit name

Project Duration: May-June 2019

What are Successful Ways to Communicate?

Project Summary
What are your students going to do and why are they doing it?
One of the most necessary skills in life is the ability to communicate well. In
this unit, students will explore the history and science of different communication
systems, consider the way we communicate with Hashem and each other through a
Jewish lens, and discover what psychology has to teach us about effective ways to
interact.
As this is the last unit of the year, we’ll also give students time to reflect on
what they’ve learned through the course of their studies and how they’ve
developed academically, socially, emotionally, and religiously. The year will end
with an Exhibition not only of the work students will have completed for this unit
but of the ongoing projects they’ve been working on throughout the year, i.e., their
personal journals and school timeline.

Essential Question
An essential question should inspire students, require them to conduct
serious research and relate to a real world issue.
•

What are successful ways to communicate?

Entry Event
How will you start your unit?
What will be the hook that sparks your student’s interests?
Students will start the unit with an Improv workshop, a good way to learn
about the power of body language and of conveying thoughts through action. The
workshop will also sharpen students’ skills in communicating by making them feel
comfortable interacting with people spontaneously. Plus, Improv is fun!
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Products
What do you want students to do/write/create/build?

Group Products
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

School timeline
An Improv skit or a non-verbal/only pantomimed scene - looking at the
power of non-verbal communication and the power of body language and
facial expression
A music video, song, or spoken word poem, depending on the group’s
choice, on how acoustics and animal communication work
A communication device
A game that teaches students about the laws of gossip and talebearing
A Yom Iyun [Day of Learning] where students share a shiur on a topic most
meaningful to them
Just Solutions Civic Engagement Program: A public service campaign to
reduce cyber-bullying and negative online behavior that incorporates

Individual products
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Continued work on the student’s personal journal, including how the
student’s approach to tefillah has changed and steps the student is taking to
develop better communications with the people around him/her
Individual contributions to the school timeline
Just Solutions Civic Engagement Program: A persuasive speech on a societal
issue that’s important to the student
A TED Talk that incorporates the learning from at least three disciplines in
order to educate about the history of writing/telecommunications and a
problem we have because of sound in the world today
A source sheet on the nature of prophecy
An interdisciplinary essay incorporating learning from at least three
disciplines
A reflection on how the student has grown as a writer and interpreter of
different texts
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Learning Goals
What do you want students to learn?
Identify Curriculum content (i.e. concepts, vocabulary, readings etc.)
Advisory
Using psychology and Jewish thinkers such as Rav Avraham Twerski, students discover
effective ways to communicate and put those ways to practice through a daily journal they
keep and through Improv exercises. Students will also participate in conflict resolution
workshops.

The Arts
Music appreciation; Introduction to GarageBand; and pantomime and Improv workshops.

Halakha
Laws of lashon hara [gossip and talebearing]; laws of tochacha [admonishing a friend over
wrongdoing]

Humanities
The history of writing and communication in the ancient and medieval worlds; the history of
the computer and telecommunication systems

Literature
An exploration of famous speeches throughout history and what makes for good rhetoric

Literature Circles
Students choose a work of literature they’ve always wanted to read

Poetry
Robert Frost describes poetry as a way to say what you mean without meaning what you say.
Students explore the phenomenon.

Science
How animals communicate with each other; use of sonar in whales and dolphins; physics: the
study of acoustics; how do stars sound, and what do they teach us when they collide?

STEM
How do our cell phones work?
What are Successful Ways to Communicate?
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Talmud
Sugyot on what constitutes proper or deceptive speech
h

Tefilah
What are our obligations in praying to Hashem? Why should we pray to God?

Tanakh
What is the nature of prophecy? What are its different forms throughout Tanakh? How does
Hashem communicate with people in the Torah, Navi, and Ketuvim. Students will explore a
sample of prophets. As well, students will study Devarim [Deuteronomy] to analyze Moshe’s
valedictory address to B’nai Yisrael.

Identify Key skills (Only list those that you plan to assess)
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

How to be an effective communicator using written and verbal speech, using
different modes of communication such as text, email, essays, speeches,
dramatic performances.
How to do Improv.
How to give a speech and TED Talk/How to tell a story or convey an idea
through poetry and music.
How to create a shiur [lesson on Jewish learning] on Sefaria.
How to give a shiur.
How to understand music and music presentations such as videos.
How to develop a relationship with Hashem by understanding prophecy and
the role that prayer plays in our lives.

Exhibition venue and plan
Where and when will the exhibition take place?
How will the exhibition be promoted?
How will your students exhibit their work?
Who will you be inviting?
•
•
•

A student-run Yom Iyun [day of Jewish learning], which the students will
plan and promote
A year-end Exhibition of student work which the students will plan and
promote
All parents and members of the community will be invited to each event
What are Successful Ways to Communicate?
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FAQs
Who is the ideal IDEA School student?
All students can thrive at The Idea School. Our educational model is focused
on making learning rewarding and meaningful for each student. The questions and
problems around which we center learning are ones that interest students and
inspire them to want to explore all academic disciplines. The various projects we’ll
assign -- art and music projects, dramatic performances, research papers, proposals to
the town, oral presentations, websites and other digital products, the solving of local
or global problems -- ensure that each student finds an entry into learning that taps
into a passion and interest s/he has and allows her/him to shine.

I keep hearing the term project-based learning (PBL) to
describe your educational model.
What exactly is PBL?
PBL is the ongoing act of learning about different subjects simultaneously. This
is achieved by guiding students to identify, through research, a real-world problem
(local to global), developing its solution using evidence to support the claim, and
presenting the solution through a multimedia approach based in a set of 21stcentury tools. Students demonstrate what they learn through a PBL unit, interact with
its lessons, collaborate with each other, and assess themselves and each other. They
don't just take a test or produce a product at the end to show their learning.
We’re basing much of our model on the High Tech Schools in San Diego, CA,
public charter schools (https://www.hightechhigh.org) that are the gold standard for
this type of learning and that get their students into the nation’s top schools.
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You have an educational model that seems to stress skills and projects.

How will you balance that with giving students a lot of content?

I mean, I want my child to know Tanakh and the Talmud well,

and I also want her reading Shakespeare.
Will my child get a lot of knowledge in your school?

Every curricular unit we do will require students to acquire content in a
significant and rigorous way. The Idea School believes strongly that students should
have a solid foundation in Tanakh, Talmud, and other Jewish texts, and be culturally
literate. The manner in which students will acquire this content is unique. Students
may not learn history, for example, in entirely chronological ways, or they may not
learn Tanakh by studying one sefer [book] at a time. Our curricular units focus on
understanding themes and concepts that are THAT ARE MEANINGFUL AND relevant
to students’ lives.
As well, we provide students with the opportunity in our Inquiry Beit Midrash
program to study topics in Judaism that are of interest to them. The experience will
not only expand their knowledge of Jewish texts, but will make them comfortable
navigating the books in a Beit Midrash on their own.
In addition, part of what we’re addressing at The Idea School is the question of
whether school is a test prep center or a place of learning. If we want students to be
curious throughout their lives, then learning needs to be as appealing and exciting as
it was when kids first began to engage in it -- as babies and in preschool and
kindergarten.
Please read this article by Professor Mitch Resnick from the MIT Media Lab, who talks
about the need for passion, play, purpose, and peers in school:
How to make high school more like kindergarten
(https://offspring.lifehacker.com/how-to-make-high-school-more-like-kindergarten-1819642465)

Finally, when learning is exciting, enriching, and engaging, students will
remember it longer. There won’t be the rush to cram for a test and forget information
the next day. In the educational model we’re providing, students acquire knowledge
in ways that allow the brain to process it organically and retain it naturally. Learning -content and skills -- becomes a part of the person.
As we discussed at the open house there is a difference between memorization and
making learning memorable
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What core content will students learn?
In general studies, students will learn the core content that the state requires. For
example in the ninth grade, students will learn:

•

Global history

•

World literature

•

Geometry or Algebra

•

Biology, with chemistry and physics

•

Engineering

•

Programming

•

Hebrew Language

•

The Arts

•

Digital Literacy and Citizenship

•

Twenty-first-century skills such as oral presentation, collaboration, and
communication

•

Digital, Dramatic, Musical, and Visual Arts
One difference in our curriculum is that our science will spiral around biology,

chemistry, and physics each year, a curricular decision that will enable students to
grasp scientific concepts in a deep and holistic way. Because we’re aligning our
science standards with the Next Gen ones, we’ve also decided that each student will
take Engineering (Next Gen science standards will equal emphasis on the physical
and the applied sciences which is Stem and Programming.) Our science classes will
always enable students to understand the natural and physical world, but also apply
their science knowledge in a technological way. To that end, we’ve also decided to
have each student learn programming since it is literacy needed in today’s world.
Check out the Next Gen Science Standards (https://www.nextgenscience.org/search-standards)
FAQs
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As you can see, we’ve also decided to integrate the arts into our academic
program. Doing so ensures that each student finds a way to tap into a creative
process, something that is healthy for the soul, the neshama.
Judaic Studies doesn’t have a “Common Core,” as it were, so each school
decides what’s important for students to learn. We’ll do so by selecting ideas and
topics that will be relevant to students, will help them develop a well-thought-out
hashkafa [philosophy], will enable them to lead rich halakhic lives, and will connect
them to their people, land, and Hashem. Sometimes that will mean not teaching a
sefer [book], but a concept.
The arts will also be integrated into Judaic Studies, and will be including
Jewish philosophy in the curriculum, so that students not only learn how to lead a
religious life, but why they should do so. A Philosophy of Havruta by Elie Holzer with
Orit Kent has been influential in shaping our approach to the chevruta [partner]
learning we want to do in the school. (https://www.amazon.com/Philosophy-HavrutaUnderstanding-Identities-Post-Modern/dp/1618113852)
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In an integrated model of learning, how do I know that
Judaic Studies won’t take a back seat to general
studies?
The beauty of our model is that it shows students how to look at the entire
world through the lens of Torah. While we have a rigorous Beit Midrash program that
enables students to develop the textual reading skills they need to become
independent, lifelong students of Torah, our interdisciplinary curriculum means that
students are encouraged to find the joy and wonder of Hashem’s world in everything
they do. We want our students to understand that they can fulfill their mission as
Torah Jews in the world in anything they undertake, whether it’s by studying our
religion’s holy texts, doing chesed and bettering the world through a profession or
hobby that helps people, or appreciating the beauty of the natural, artistic, or
technological world. We also want our students to develop a discerning eye, so they
know what influences will enhance their Torah lives and what are detrimental to
Torah living.

How many units and projects will students complete in
an academic year? What will be the areas of emphasis
for these projects? Are any concurrent?
Students will complete about 4-5 curricular units a year, ones that incorporate
their core subjects: Talmud, Tanakh, history integrated with Jewish history, English,
STEM, and science. Math will be its own subject, but the math teacher will work with
the other teachers to ensure that mathematical concepts are part of projects. Hebrew
language -- run as an Ulpan, with fluency being the focus of the program -- might
also become incorporated into one or more projects. Some projects might be fully
integrated -- see our Why Do We Need Law and Order? unit -- while others might
combine two or three subjects. For example, the Talmud and STEM teachers might
get together to create a project, while the Humanities and Hebrew language teachers
might create one for the students to do concurrently.
At all times, all the teachers will coordinate to make sure the students are
exceeding state standards in their learning and fulfilling the year’s requirements for
the discipline. That’s one of the reasons we’ve required faculty to meet each morning,
to make sure that coordination of the curriculum is constant.
FAQs
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While general studies content will be driven by state standards, areas of
emphasis will be driven by what the students and we find fascinating.

How will differentiation work in the school?
The Idea School is focused on developing each student academically by
locating where that child is on a continuum of skills and building from there. While
all students do the same projects, the Skills Acquisition Labs we’ve built into the
academic program mean that students receive small-group instruction based on their
skill levels. For example, a Talmud Skills Acquisition Lab would provide instruction to
students based on their level of competency in understanding Talmudic texts. While
the teacher works with one group, the others might be working on their own or in
chevruta on an exercise the teacher has developed. The teacher rotates the Skills
Labs, so each group receives personalized instruction. The only class that is tracked is
math.
This model enables us to provide support to those students who need more
academic coaching as well as to create enrichment opportunities for those who need
them.
Another way learning is differentiated in the school is through the different
modalities in which students get to express themselves. Each project gives students
the opportunity to engage with the visual, musical, and dramatic arts, on digital
platforms, through texts and computational thinking, and in oral presentations. In
this way, students can show their learning using their talents and interests. They’ll still
work on areas of growth, but we won’t be drilling on their deficits. We’ll be building
on their strengths.
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What will grades and assessments be like at The Idea
School?
Currently, Jewish schools primarily use tests as a means to assess student
work. In our model, students might take some traditional tests and quizzes, but they
are a part -- and a small one, at that -- of a much larger web of activities and tasks
that students have to complete during a learning unit. For example, in a traditional
school, students might learn Roman history and about the Middle Ages and then be
tested on the eras. In our unit, Why Do We Need Law and Order?, knowing how the
Roman and medieval societies were organized is only the starting point for
comparing those worlds to the American system of law we have today and the ways
we think law functions personally and collectively.
Let’s take a look at some of the deliverables students have to make over the
course of the Law and Order learning unit: a school law code; a product that helps an
ecosystem; a mock Beit Din trial; a mock debate; an interdisciplinary essay; a page of
an illuminated manuscript; a monologue. We can see that students will be assessed
not only on what they know, but on:
• how they apply their knowledge
• how they think critically
• how creative and innovative they are
• how they collaborate and problem solve
• how they present publicly
• how they use technology
• how they successfully manage their time and meet deadlines.
These are skills they’ll need throughout their lives, in the workplace and in their
personal lives.
In sum, we see assessments as part of the learning process, and learning as part of
an ongoing, dynamic feedback loop. Tests are part of that, but a small part, and the
projects students undertake contribute to a larger, holistic assessment not only of
what they can achieve intellectually but who they are as Jewish people.
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How will you prepare students for the SATs and ACTs?
The Idea School will provide free SAT and ACT prep for students in the school.
We’ll start providing “soft” prep in freshman year, giving students SAT and ACT
questions as part of the reading and math program. As you can see from our learning
units, students will be reading from a wide range of texts in all disciplines -something both the SAT and ACT require -- so offering test questions as part of those
reading assignments will prepare students for the exams. In the tenth grade, test
prep will be slightly more explicit, and in junior year, it will be overt. With this threeyear plan, we ensure that students are comfortable and well-prepared for the SAT
and ACT when they take them. Our in-house program also means parents don’t pay
for test prep, and students don’t spend time after school on it. They can use that time
to learn a new instrument or develop another hobby -- something colleges will like! -or spend time with friends and family.

How does your model prepare students for college and
for the college admissions process?
No one answers the first part of this questions better than Luna Rey, a graduate of the
High Tech Schools in San Diego, CA, charter schools on which The Idea School model
is based. Please take the time to read her blog post for the Buck Institute of
Education, a leader in training in project-based learning (PBL)
(https://www.bie.org/blog/how_my_project_based_school_prepared_me_for_columbia)

As well, please take the time to read a blog post about PBL and college
admissions by Karen Wolf, a college guidance counselor who is on our Advisory
Board. (https://www.theideaschool.org/created/2017/9/4/pbl-and-college-admissions)
As we know, the college admissions process today is highly competitive

(https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/03/learning/is-the-college-admissions-process-fair.html)
but Idea School students will have a wealth of accomplishments and products to
show colleges and be able to demonstrate how much they have contributed to
society. Our emphasis on self-reflection and personal growth also ensures students
have the language they need to communicate to schools who they are and what
makes them unique.
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What about extracurricular activities?
Part of what we want to do at The Idea School is bring students’ passions -ones they often don’t have time to pursue except after school -- into the classroom.
We anticipate students’ being able to engage in school in many of the activities they
once had to wait until after school to do. However, we still plan to offer an array of
clubs and activities after school to ensure that our students have opportunities to
engage in all of their areas of interest. Some programs, such as Torah Bowl, College
Bowl, and Model UN, can also only be done after school and as add-on programs.

What about other areas of school life, such as
shabbatonim and chesed?
The Idea School will provide students with programs that offer rich and
meaningful ways to connect spiritually to Judaism. Because of our focus on student
empowerment and agency, we’ll involve students in the process of planning their
shabbatonim and chesed opportunities, and they’ll be able to reflect on their
experiences in Advisory and in their academic program.
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Advisory Program
The Idea School Advisory Program is another unique feature of the school. Advisory
programs help students maintain social, mental, and emotional health. Because our academic
program is interdisciplinary and because we’re focused on the development of the whole
person, our Advisory Program is intertwined with our academic one.
For example, our Breaking the Habit unit, where students explore how to cultivate
good habits and how to get rid of bad ones, is rooted in the Advisory Program. So students
learn, for example, about inherited traits and the psychology and chemistry of addiction in
science; about Pharaoh’s habituating himself into evil in Shmot [Exodus] and Macbeth’s similar
journey in English; and about Rambam’s perspective on character development, which is that
everyone has the ability to change and improve their behavior. Thus, students learn the same
content as they would in any school, but do so while also consciously and deliberately
considering their own mental, emotional, and religious growth.
While the Breaking the Habit unit is rooted in Advisory, not all curricular units are.
However, all connect to an aspect of personal and religious growth important for a person’s
development. An example: The focus in the Why Do Need Law and Order? unit is on
community and society and the role that laws play in creating just and fair ones. In that unit,
students will work together to create a student handbook as well as “rule books,” filled with the
codes of conduct that are important to them. They will also reflect on the dialectic between
individual rights and communal responsibility.
To imbue Advisory with the creativity that’s a hallmark of The Idea School, we’ve
chosen to use the work of Lynda Barry, who teaches an interdisciplinary course at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison that combines the visual arts, writing, and science. Dr. Barry’s
book Syllabus is a creative journal that’s become a template for the work students will do in
Advisory. You can get a taste of what that work will look like in the next few pages: an
Introductory “Who Are You?” page and three pages that pertain to the Open House’s PBL unit,
What is Memory?
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What are Skills Acquisition Labs (SALs)?
.חֲנֹ! לַנַּעַר עַל פִּי ַדרְכּוֹ גַּם כִּי יַזְקִין "א יָסוּר ִמ ֶמּנָּה
Educate a child according to his way, and even when s/he is old, s/he
will not depart from it.
Skills Acquisition Labs (SALs) are a unique feature of The Idea School. As you can tell
from our schedule, our day is divided into long blocks of time. This gives students the
opportunity to learn material from different perspectives and through a variety of experiences,
and it also gives them time to work on projects as due dates approach. We have the freedom
to use these blocks of time flexibly: A teacher might give a frontal lecture, students might
divide into groups to collaborate on a project, or they might work independently or in
chavruta.

SALs in the Core Subjects
The SALs are another important element of the day and learning experience at The Idea
School. In the SALs, students will be divided into groups based on their current skill and
mastery levels, so teachers can personalize learning. Idea School students largely won’t be
tracked and will receive differentiated instruction in the classroom; the SALs are another way to
provide a self-paced and tailored learning experience to students. And, because our Judaic
Studies, Humanities, and STEM teachers will be co-teaching, we can rotate the SALs for the
core subjects throughout the school day.

Additional SALs
We’ll also be using SALs to give students the skills they need to complete our many projects.
For example, students will learn how to use Sefaria, an online Jewish text resource and source
sheet builder, and we’ll also have SALs in Adobe Suite/Photoshop, sketching and drawing, CAD
programming, GarageBand, videography, improv and drama, and more.

How the SALs Work
For example, on a day we’ve dedicated to particular SALs, during one of the two-hour blocks of
time, one group of students might be in a Talmud SAL working on keywords, while another
might be learning how to use Sefaria, an online repository of Jewish texts that allows users to
make personalized source sheets. A third group might be getting a tutorial on how to use
Photoshop.

Personalized Learning
The Skill Acquisition Labs are one important way The Idea School will tailor learning to meet
the needs of each student and a vital part of how students will acquire the many skills they
need to succeed in high school, college, and life.
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Annotated Bibliography on Educational Innovation
The Idea School has spent many years studying experts in the field of
educational innovation. The model we’re using has many proponents
and practitioners, some of whom we’ve cited here.
Berger, Ron. An Ethic of Excellence.

Anyone interested in project-based learning should start with Ron Berger’s thoughtful
book about what makes excellent student work and how to not only get students to intrinsically
want to do it, but how to connect learning to the real world. Berger is an elementary school
teacher in Massachusetts and takes the reader on a journey into his classroom, where he has his
students engage in rigorous and meaningful projects that demand they do their best work,
revise and improve on it, and present it to experts and adults outside the classroom. Berger
makes the case that project-based learning not only creates motivated learners, but kind and
ethical human beings as well.
Berger, Warren. A More Beautiful Question: The Power of Inquiry to Spark Breakthrough Ideas.
Berger has collected stories of famous thinkers, inventors, and companies that
demonstrate that asking questions is an effective way to challenge assumptions and get at new
and fresh ways to solve problems. Asking questions also leads to light-bulb moments of discovery
and invention. Berger applies his ideas to the realm of education as well, challenging educators
to reimagine school as a place of inquiry and curiosity.
Brown, M., Miles, S., & Pope, D. Overloaded and Underprepared: Strategies for Stronger Schools
and Healthy, Successful Kids. San Francisco, CA: Josey-Bass, 2015.
This book addresses the current Western model of education -- with its early start time,
classes that run on 40-minute sessions, standardized tests and AP’s, and homework and
extracurricular requirements -- and argues that its components, taken together, are producing a
system of overworked children who do not necessarily love learning and who are being, instead,
programmed to pass tests and create a resume to get them into college. The book explores
schools working to alleviate the tension the authors believe the educational system is creating
and who have worked with Denise Pope’s organization, Challenge Success, in order to do so.
These schools might be creating later start times to the school day and/or moving to block
scheduling, so there are fewer periods per day. Some schools are minimizing homework, and
others have instituted wellness programs and other forms of social and emotional learning. Still
others are moving to project-based learning.
Csikszentmihalyi, Mihaly and Barbara Schneider. Becoming Adult: How Teenagers Prepare for
the World of Work. New York: Basic Books, 2000.
Csikszentmihalyi is best known for his work on flow, a state of concentration he has
identified where people find meaningful challenge in work that is interesting and important and
that they are able to accomplish. They may need to struggle to understand and master the work,
but it is a satisfying kind of struggle that answers a person’s innate desire to learn and succeed.
Csikszentmihalyi’s work in social science presents an opportunity for educators to examine
whether their classrooms are places where flow occurs, and in Becoming Adult, Csikszentmihalyi
and Schneider present exhaustive research on what students find meaningful, engaging,
challenging, as well as important for their future goals. For example, students note that while
watching television is engaging, it does not prepare them for the future, and while taking tests
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and quizzes is challenging, it is not engaging. The researchers’ findings show that “schooling . . . is
primarily a passive and independent activity” and that there is “a great deal of variation with
respect to how challenging and important students find common classroom activities” (162).
Students do find academic classes more relevant to their future goals than non-academic ones,
but “they do not foster enjoyment, positive affect, or motivation” (163). The book exhorts
educators to combine purposefulness with playfulness, so that students not only see the value of
learning for their future goals, but also enjoy learning. As Csikszentmihalyi and Schneider write,
“The best antidote against disengaged boredom is a combination of hard work and playfulness . .
.. Young people who learn to work hard and play hard are likely to go on learning” (236).
Littky, Dennis, with Samantha Grabelle. The Big Picture: Education is Everyone’s Business.
Alexandria: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 2004.
Dennis Littky is the founder of the Big Picture Schools, whose philosophy is that learning
should be personalized for each student. Littky actualizes his philosophy of “one student at a
time” by making sure that enrollment at each one of his schools does not exceed 200 -- when it
does, he opens another school -- ; that he has a strong mentoring system in place, so that each
student is guided through her learning course in a highly personal way; and that students are
assessed using a portfolio of their accomplishments. Littky also focuses on making sure each
student taps into his passions, so that learning is enjoyable and meaningful for him, and has
internships -- starting as early as freshman year -- so that he is ready for the real world. Learning is
also made authentic through public exhibitions of student work, so students have to articulate
what they have explored and discovered and share it with their peers, teachers, and the
community. In a variety of ways, then, through personalized and passion-based learning,
connection to the real world, and authentic assessment, Littky shows students that they and
their learning matter.
Most Likely to Succeed. Directed by Greg Whiteley. One Potato Productions, 2014.
This film features economists and education experts such as Tony Wagner from the
Harvard Graduate School of Education and Sir Ken Robinson, who has the most-watched TED
Talk of all time, “Do schools kill creativity?” These experts variously explain that today’s
marketplace requires an educational system that needs to be revamped. That’s because the one
we have now was based on an industrial model that served a factory-based economic system,
one where it behooved employers to have employees that knew the same body of information.
This system was, in fact, as the movie points out, created by a Committee of Ten, the
businessmen and financiers of the early twentieth century, who based it on the Prussian school
system, which Horace Mann became enamored of when he visited Europe. This system divided
the school day into subjects -- the first time that had ever been done. The movie then focuses on
the work of innovative schools that are challenging the model of the last 100 years, and
showcases the High Tech Schools in San Diego, CA, in particular. These network of charter
schools, started and run by Larry Rosenstock, focus just as deeply on social and emotional growth
and soft skills, as they do on rigorous content and acquisition of knowledge. Scott Swaaley, a
High Tech High teacher featured in the film, emphasizes that the school is not focused on
superficial accumulation of facts, but rather on an educational model that shows students how
to become self-efficacious lifelong learners. The movie ends with an acknowledgement that we
don’t yet have the research to back up the success of educational models such as High Tech
High.
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Postman, Neil. The End of Education. New York: Vintage Books, 1995.
Postman, a wry social commentator and educator, postulates not only on why the way
we currently educate students has to end, but what is the end, the purpose, of education. He
concludes that it is not to fill students’ minds with information, not to educate a citizenry, but to
create it. Therefore, education must have meaning for students. He laments that in actuality
school is often a place that answers questions students do not have, and challenges educators
and the general public to think about what it would mean if school were about letting students
ask questions, connecting them to the real world by having them solve real problems in it, and
explicitly teaching them the languages of each discipline, instead of just dropping them in
various subjects with no sign posts and direction. In short, the book challenges many of the basic
practices of school and provides thought-provoking ways to reimagine it.
"The Right Question Institute." Right Question Institute. N.p., n.d. Web. 03 July 2017.
This website is a resource for educators who are wondering how to spark inquiry in their
classrooms. The organization has developed the Question Formulation Technique, which has
students asking open and closed questions. Closed questions are ones with a “yes” or “no” answer,
while open ones have more complex and nuanced ones. By making students aware of different
types of questions, they become more adept at asking them and more cognizant of how to go
further and deeper into areas of inquiry that may interest them.
Smilowitz, Mark. “Active Learning in the Halakha Class.” The Lookstein Journal:
Activating Learning
Through Activating Students. 7:3 Summer 2009. Online.
https://www.lookstein.org/journal/active-learning-halakha-class/
In this article, Smilowitz discusses how to spark inquiry in a halakha [Jewish law] class by
eliciting questions from students and guiding them through a rigorous and careful process of
questioning. Smilowitz then demonstrates how a teacher can help students through the process
of answering their questions, thereby making the study of halakha more relevant and personally
meaningful. Smilowitz points out that the danger of not scaffolding students properly through
this process of individualized learning is that it won’t be very rich and sophisticated, but he
provides effective ways to do so in the article, as well as cogent reasons for allowing students to
discover the world of halakha in a more active manner than traditional classes allow. These
reasons include the fact that active learning 1) gives students motivation and purpose to learn, 2)
creates a relationship between the student and halakhic works, 3) empowers students and gives
them the skills to become researchers, and 4) defuses emotional tensions students have about
halakha and rabbinic authority by giving them voice and agency in their learning. Smilowitz
notes the irony of one student’s response to active learning in the halakha classroom, which is
that by being given autonomy, students gain greater respect for rabbinic authority.
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Vantine, Laura. “Reconceptualizing Academic Support.” NAIS Magazine: Spring 2016. Online.
https://www.nais.org/magazine/independent-school/spring-2016/reconceptualizingacademic-support/
Vantine, the coordinator of academic support at the Winsor School in Massachusetts, a
5-12 girls school, shares how she changed the model for academic support in her high-achieving
setting. She moved away from a deficit model of academic support, one in which she feels
students are “over-pathologized,” to one where the focus is truly on what each learner needs to
succeed. She did so by giving teachers agency in providing academic support; changing the
language around students’ learning difficulties; and having students understand and articulate
the best ways they learn. She started by identifying the obstacles teachers felt they faced in how
they addressed learning challenges, and these included worry about not finishing curriculum,
particularly in AP classes; assumption that employing alternative strategies would create more
work; and belief that they did not have the skills to address the needs of diverse learners. Vantine
positioned herself as a colleague and ally, not as an expert, so she could collaborate with the
teachers and then the students to identify how she could provide the tools and resources the
teachers needed and help the students write their own learning narratives. She connected the
students and teachers and shared her findings with a Documentation Review Committee she
created, comprised of teachers and administrators who could then provide the support all
stakeholders in the school needed in order to implement this innovative program. The
percentage of students needing extra time has gone from 13% to 1% because of Vantine’s
program, but more importantly, the teachers and students feel empowered to teach and learn,
respectively, in ways that are most beneficial for the students.
Wagner, Tony. Creating Innovators: The Making of Young People Who Will Change the World.
New York: Scribner, 2012.
In this book, Wagner, who is at the Harvard Graduate School of Education, examines
schools and teachers who employ inquiry-based learning, who focus on play, passion, and
purpose in their classrooms, and/or who prepare students for a VUCA -- volatile, uncertain,
complex, and ambiguous -- world by showing that problems need nuanced answers that are not
simple and straightforward. Wagner has interviewed students who have become innovators and
found the teachers who inspired them, teachers who were often viewed as rogue and who were
not supported by an educational system that valued their talents and contributions. The book
also highlights schools and colleges that focus on approaches to learning that stimulate inquiry
and curiosity. These schools include Olin College and the Stanford d. School, for example.
Note: This bibliography was prepared by Tikvah Wiener as part of work completed for the
2016-17 JEIC HaKaveret Design Challenge.
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PBL & College Admissions

By Karen Wolf

Project Based Learning (PBL) is educationally sound and a wonderful way to
energize and engage students in the learning process. Students learn how to develop
and apply critical thinking skills as well as how to develop clear and effective
presentations and then communicate their accomplishments both orally and through
journaling or written reports. They learn how to work collaboratively with others as a
team. These important skill sets also prepare students for success in college.
PBL is also great for college applications as students can demonstrate their
creativity, talent, knowledge, and skills through PBL projects and the learning process
itself. More and more colleges are moving away from standardized test scores for
admission purposes and are considering other factors in lieu of test scores, and PBL
assessments could be used in a similar fashion. The goal of the National Center for
Fair and Open Testing fairtest.org “to reduce the role of standardized tests as
gatekeepers to higher education has never been more important - nor has it had as
much support. Nationwide, scores of colleges and universities are reexamining their
admissions policies and de-emphasizing test scores.” As reported on fairtest.org, over
900 colleges and universities do not use college admission exams (SAT or ACT) to
evaluate students for admissions. PBL projects could certainly be used with many of
these colleges as a substitution for test scores or an enhancement to students’ college
applications.
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In addition, many colleges value portfolio-based applications, and again PBL
projects would tie in nicely with this type of application. The new Coalition for Access,
Affordability, and Success www.coalitionforcollegeaccess.org application provides
students with access as of ninth grade. The overall goal of the Coalition application,
as stated on its website, is to provide “a single platform of online tools to assist in the
experience of applying to college. With the Coalition platform, you can find out more
about Coalition schools, share your locker with counselors, teachers, and mentors, and
submit applications with ease. The Coalition is designed to be convenient,
straightforward, and easy-to-use.” Students in PBL high schools or who use the PBL
approach can start uploading their projects as early as ninth grade. One of the online
tools is a student locker where students can upload artistic, scientific, and any other
portfolio-based applications, which can then be shared with colleges during the
application process. The goal of the Coalition application process is to provide
students with earlier and broader access to college admissions.
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One of the main elements of a college application is the personal statement or
essay, which is an important opportunity for students to convey their values, passion,
ideas, and personality. Writing about learning in a PBL school or about a particular
project is also a wonderful topic for a college essay. Students can give admissions
officers a window into their academic interests and thoughts about the learning
process by detailing what they learned, how they learned it, and what the learning
process means to them. They can talk about achievements or any setbacks and
obstacles they experienced during the PBL process, and what they learned about
time management, critical thinking skills, teamwork, leadership style, and other
important strategies or skills they acquired.
As you can see, PBL is closely aligned with the college admissions process and
lends itself very well to promoting and demonstrating student learning. An
outstanding by-product of PBL is that students will be ahead of their peers in many
skills that will well prepare them for success in college and beyond.

--Karen Wolf is a college and career counselor at Morristown High School and a former
Associate Director of College Guidance at Hebrew Academy of the Five Towns (HAFTR)
High School in Cedarhurst, NY. She is on The Idea School Advisory Board.
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źȪƸ͗ǹʀȨǾƸǾɰʣ̵
źȪƸ͗ǹʀȨǾƸǾɰ
6×ÁÁG6Ĕ͗őĔ ͗Ĕ G͗=G͗Ć6 ××²
ĔǾȓʗźǹ͗őǾǀȪǀɜ
ǀźƸ͗ȵǰ͗ĆƱǹȵȵȖ̯͗Ĕǹǀ͗Ƹǀź͗ĆƱǹȵȵȖ
ɰǾȓʗźǹ̵ʘǾǀȪǀɜΐɰǹǀǾƸǀźɤƱǹȵȵȖ̵ȵɜǲ
͗

˕̮˕˒əȨ͇͗͗˕̮˗˒əȨ
½ǾȪƱǹź͗Α͗5ɜǀźȓ

þǀƱȵȪȪǀƱɰǾȪǲ͗ʘǾɰǹ͗ȵʀɜ͗
6ɜǀźɰȵɜ͗Α͗ȵʀɜɤǀȖʗǀɤ̵

˕̮˗˗əȨ͇͗͗˖̮˗˒əȨ
½ȵȪƸźʣ̻őǀƸȪǀɤƸźʣ
ĢȖəźȪ

Ȫ͗ɰǹǀ͗˛ɰǹ͗źȪƸ͗˓˒ɰǹ͗ǲɜźƸǀɤ͗
ʣȵʀ͒ȖȖ͗ȖǀźɜȪ͗ ǀưɜǀʘ̯͗ǲźǾȪǾȪǲ͗
əɜȵˈƱǾǀȪƱʣ͗ưʣ͗ǹźʗǾȪǲ͗
ƱȵȪʗǀɜɤźɰǾȵȪɤ͗ǾȪ͗ƱȖźɤɤ̯͗ʀɤǾȪǲ͗
ưȖǀȪƸǀƸ͗ȖǀźɜȪǾȪǲ͗əɜȵǲɜźȨɤ̯͗
źȪƸ͗ƱȵȪȪǀƱɰǾȪǲ͗ɰȵ͗əǀǀɜɤ͗źȪƸ͗
ȵɰǹǀɜɤ͗ǾȪ͗ɤɜźǀȖ͗ʘǾɰǹ͗ʘǹȵȨ͗
ʣȵʀ͗ʘǾȖȖ͗Ʊźɜɜʣ͗ȵʀɰ͗ȐȵǾȪɰ͗əɜȵȐǀƱɰɤ̵͗
ĔǹǾɤ͗ʘǾȖȖ͗Ȩźȓǀ͗ȖǀźɜȪǾȪǲ͗ ǀưɜǀʘ͗
ź͗ȪźɰʀɜźȖ͗źȪƸ͗ǀʗǀȪ͗ǰʀȪ̱́͂͗
ɤȓǾȖȖ͗ɰȵ͗ȖǀźɜȪ̵
ɤȓǾȖȖ͗

˕̮˗˗əȨ͇͗͗˖̮˗˒əȨ
ĔʀǀɤƸźʣ̻ĔǹʀɜɤƸźʣ
ǾȪǀǾȪǾ̮͗
Ĕǹǀ͗ȪɛʀǾɜʣ͗5ǀǾɰ͗½ǾƸɜźɤǹ

=ʀɜǾȪǲ͗ɰǹǾɤ͗ɰǾȨǀ̯͗ʣȵʀ͒ȖȖ͗ƸǀʗǀȖȵə͗
źȪƸ͗ǀʢəȖȵɜǀ͗ʣȵʀɜ͗ǾȪɰǀɜǀɤɰɤ͗ǾȪ͗
¬ʀƸźǾɤȨ̯͗ƱɜǀźɰǾȪǲ͗əɜȵƸʀƱɰɤ͗
źȪƸ͗ǀʗǀȪɰɤ͗ɰǹźɰ͗ɰɜźȪɤǰȵɜȨ͗
ʣȵʀɜɤǀȖʗǀɤ͗źȪƸ͗ɰǹǀ͗ʘȵɜȖƸ̵͗
ĔǹǾɤ͗ʘǾȖȖ͗ǲǾʗǀ͗ʣȵʀ͗ɰǹǀ͗
ȵəəȵɜɰʀȪǾɰʣ͗ɰȵ͗źɤȓ͗ɛʀǀɤɰǾȵȪɤ̯͗
ɜǀɤǀźɜƱǹ͗źȪɤʘǀɜɤ̯͗źȪƸ͗ɰǹǾȪȓ͗
źưȵʀɰ͗ȵʀɜ͗¬ǀʘǾɤǹ͗ƱȵȨȨʀȪǾɰǾǀɤ͗
ȖȵƱźȖȖʣ͗źȪƸ͗ʀȪǾʗǀɜɤźȖȖʣ̵͗őǀ͗ʘǾȖȖ͗
Ȗȵ
ưǀ͗ǹǀɜǀ͗ɰȵ͗ǹǀȖə͗ǀʗǀɜʣ͗ɤɰǀə͗ȵǰ͗
ɰǹǀ͗ʘźʣ̯͗ưʀɰ͗ʣȵʀɜ͗ǾƸǀźɤ͗źȪƸ͗
əźɤɤǾȵȪ͗ʘǾȖȖ͗ƸɜǾʗǀ͗ʣȵʀɜ͗
əɜȵȐǀƱɰɤ̵͗úɜȵȐǀƱɰɤ͗ƱȵʀȖƸ͗
ǾȪƱȖʀƸǀ͗ˈȪǾɤǹǾȪǲ͗ź͗ȨźɤǀƱǹǀɰ͗
ɰǹɜȵʀǲǹ͗ưǀȓǾʀɰ͗ȖǀźɜȪǾȪǲ̯͗
ƱɜǀźɰǾȪǲ͗źȪ͗ǀʢǹǾưǾɰ͗ȵǰ͗ɰǹǀ͗
ƱɜǀźɰǾȪǲ͗źȪ͗
ǹǾɤɰȵɜʣ͗ȵǰ͗ɤʣȪźǲȵǲʀǀ͗źɜɰ͗
ǾȪƱȖʀƸǾȪǲ͗ȵʀɜ͗ȨȵƸǀɜȪ͗ɤǹʀȖɤ̯͗
ɤəǀźɜǹǀźƸǾȪǲ͗ź͗ɜǀźȖ͇ʘȵɜȖƸ͗
ƱǹǀɤǀƸ͗ǾȪǾɰǾźɰǾʗǀ͗ǾȪ͗ȵʀɜ͗
ƱȵȨȨʀȪǾɰʣ̯͗ȵɜ͗ȖǀźɜȪǾȪǲ̯͗
ʘɜǾɰǾȪǲ̯͗źȪƸ͗əʀưȖǾɤǹǾȪǲ͗
əǾʣʣʀɰǾȨ͗ǰȵɜ͗ƸǾǰǰǀɜǀȪɰ͗ǹȵȖǾƸźʣɤ̵
əǾʣʣʀɰǾȨ͗

˖̮˗˗əȨ͇͗͗˗̮˕˒əȨ
½ȵȪƸźʣ̻őǀƸȪǀɤƸźʣ
úǹʣɤǾƱźȖ͗GƸʀƱźɰǾȵȪ

úǹʣɤǾƱźȖ͗ʘǀȖȖ͇ưǀǾȪǲ͗Ǿɤ͗ź͗ʗǾɰźȖ͗
ƱȵȨəȵȪǀȪɰ͗ȵǰ͗Ĕǹǀ͗Ƹǀź͗ĆƱǹȵȵȖ͗
əɜȵǲɜźȨ̯͗źɤ͗ɜǀɤǀźɜƱǹ͗
ƸǀȨȵȪɤɰɜźɰǀɤ͗ǀʢǀɜƱǾɤǀ͗Ǿɤ͗ź͗
ƸǀȨȵȪɤɰ
ǲɜǀźɰ͗ʘźʣ͗ɰȵ͗ɜǀȖǾǀʗǀ͗ɤɰɜǀɤɤ̵

˖̮˗˗əȨ͇͗͗˗̮˕˒əȨ
ĔʀǀɤƸźʣ̻ĔǹʀɜɤƸźʣ
ƸʗǾɤȵɜʣ͗

ĆɰʀƸǀȪɰɤ͗ǹźʗǀ͗ɰǾȨǀ͗ǀźƱǹ͗ʘǀǀȓ͗
ɰȵ͗ɜǀˊǀƱɰ͗ȵȪ͗ɰǹǀǾɜ͗ǾȪɰǀȖȖǀƱɰʀźȖ̯͗
ɤȵƱǾźȖ̯͗ǀȨȵɰǾȵȪźȖ̯͗źȪƸ͗ɤəǾɜǾɰʀźȖ͗
ƸǀʗǀȖȵəȨǀȪɰ̵͗ĔǹǾɤ͗Ǿɤ͗źȖɤȵ͗ź͗
ǲɜǀźɰ͗ɰǾȨǀ͗ǰȵɜ͗ʣȵʀ͗ɰȵ͗ɤǀɰ͗ǲȵźȖɤ͗
ǰȵɜ͗ɰǹǀ͗Ȫǀʢɰ͗ǰǀʘ͗Ƹźʣɤ͗źȪƸ͗ɜǀˊǀƱɰ͗
ȵȪ͗ʘǹźɰ͗ʣȵʀ͗ǹźʗǀ͗źƱƱȵȨəȖǾɤǹǀƸ̵

